
Regarding the multiple kinds of giftedness, a bi-dimensional model of giftedness distinguishing academic 

versus creative giftedness has been actively examined. Academic giftedness refers to test-taking or lesson-

learning abilities to earn high grades in school (Renzulli, 2003). In contrast, creative giftedness involves the 

ability to produce original outcomes by adapting content knowledge in a real-world oriented way (Renzulli, 

2003). Evidence showed that the two types of giftedness can be distinguished from a cognitive (logical, 

hypothetic-deductive thinking vs. divergent, associative thinking) and personality (thinking and judging vs. 

intuition and perception) perspective (Sternberg, 2000; Gallagher, 1989; Mills, 1993).  

      Although theories have argued the distinct characteristics of the two types of giftedness, there is little 

research examining classroom teachers’ perceptions about this issue. Given that classroom teachers’ 

perceptions about giftedness play a central role in identification, training, and assessment of gifted students 

(Brown, Renzulli, Gubbins, Siegle, Zhang, & Chen, 2005), it is important to investigate how differently 

classroom teachers perceptive the distinct type of giftedness. Although there was a few studies  about this 

issue,  most of them  used survey investigations or qualitative methods. Thus, this study used the network 

text analysis to show the semantic relationships among key concepts of the giftedness within a network 

structure.        

 
 

 
 

Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to 

examine teachers’ perceptions  

of academic  versus creative 

giftedness using the network text 

analysis.  

    First, we investigated how 

teachers perceived the two types 

of giftedness in a different way.  

   Second, this study examined 

whether and how teachers’ 

perceptions were different 

according to two domains of 

science and mathematics. 

 

 

Method 

 

 

Theoretical Background 
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Data: Teacher recommendation letters for 221 gifted 

middle school students (149 males and 72 females) 

who applied to a university-based gifted institute in 

South Korea from 2009 to 2014.  

Procedures and Analysis:  

The data were analyzed by using the network text 

analysis.  

1. Key-words were selected from the texts. 

2.  A co-occurrence matrix of the key-words were 

established. 

3. The basic information of network analysis, 

centrality, centralization, component modularity with 

CNM were deducted. 

4. For analysis, KrKwic, KrTitle, and NetMiner 4.0 

programs were used. 
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Discussion 

 

 

Results 

 The results of the centrality analysis indicated that teachers perceived 

giftedness based on both academic and creative characteristics. For 

example, ‘achievement’ , ‘learning’, ‘thinking’, ‘excellence’, ‘ability’ were 

the key concepts for academic giftedness  and ‘diversity’, ‘creativity’, 

‘investigation’, ‘experimentation’, ‘curiosity’ were the key concepts for 

creative achievement.  The findings support the previous studies 

arguing the bi-dimensional model of giftedness (Renzulli, 2003; 

Sternberg, 2000; Zenasni et al., 2006). Although the overall analysis 

results just focused on the characteristics of academic giftedness, those 

of the modularity analysis showed the key concepts of creative 

giftedness.  

    Regarding the domain differences, interesting findings were shown. 

In the science domain, the key concepts between academic and 

creative giftedness were somewhat different. The key concepts for 

academic giftedness include ‘learning’, ‘ability’, and ‘understanding’, 

whereas the key concepts of creative giftedness include ‘investigation’, 

‘experimentation’, and ‘colleague’ . However, in the math domain, the 

key concepts between  two types of giftedness were very similar 

including ‘problem’ , ‘solving’, and ‘excellence’. The findings indicate 

that teachers’ perceptions reflect domain-specificity, and we suggest 

that teachers need to perceive mathematically giftedness from a more 

creative perspective. 

       

rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

frequency excellence science learning ability math class solving problem interest attention 

degree ability science excellence learning math active thinking class problem interest 

b/w ability science excellence learning math active thinking class excitement effort 

G1 degree excitement effort interest curiosity diversity reading experience field 
develop 

ment 
preference 

G1 b/w excitement effort interest curiosity diversity reading  field  experience preference development 

G2 degree science math activity 
gifted 

education 
invention competition 

elementary 

school 
talent award 

middle 

school 

G2 b/w science math activity 
gifted 

education 
invention competition 

elementary 

school 
talent award 

middle 

school 

G3 degree ability active thinking problem solving attitude attention 
under 

standing 
creativity advanced 

G3 b/w ability active thinking problem solving attitude attention 
under 

standing 
creativity advanced 

G4 degree excellence learning achievement self-rated sincerity grade subject school expectation life 

G4 b/w excellence learning achievement self-rated sincerity grade subject school expectation life 

G5 degree class colleague 
investi 

gation 

experime

ntation 
persistence participant leadership results assignment assistance 

G5 b/w class colleague 
investi 

gation 

experime

ntation 
persistence participant leadership results assignment assistance 

rank 

science-academic science-creative math-academic math-creative 

degree b/w degree b/w degree b/w degree b/w 

1 excellence excellence science science math math math math 

2 science science excellence excellence excellence excellence excellence excellence 

3 learning learning ability ability learning learning problem solving 

4 ability ability 
investi 

gation 

experimen 

tation 
solving solving solving problem 

5 class 
under 

standing 
learning colleague problem problem ability ability 

6 
under 

standing 
interest 

experimen 

tation 
class ability 

under 

standing 
learning learning 

7 achievement class colleague 
investi 

gation 

under 

standing 
ability attention attention 

8 effort effort interest interest interest attention 
under 

standing 
creativity 

9 self-directed achievement active problem colleague colleague creativity class 

10 attitude leadership class attitude achievement interest class 
under 

standing 

Based on the results of frequency and centrality analysis, teachers’ 

perceptions seemed to focus on the characteristics of academic giftedness 

such as ‘ability’, ‘excellence’ and ‘learning’. However, the results of the 

modularity analysis showed that they also perceived the key concepts of 

creative giftedness, such as ‘invention’, ‘experimentation’, and ‘creativity’. 

In the science domain, ‘learning’, ‘ability’, ‘understanding’ were 

the key concepts for academic giftedness, but ‘investigation’ 

and ‘experimentation’ were key concepts for creative 

giftedness. In the math domain, ‘problem’, ‘solving’, ‘excellence’ 

were key concepts for both academic and creative giftedness.   


